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ABSTRACT

Malaysia's tourism industry has seen a rapid growth rate for the past years, and played a

significant role in the development of the country's economy. 2007 is a special year for

Malaysian tourism since it is named the "Visit Malaysia" year in celebration of 50 years of

Independence. Information Technology has made remarkable contributions to the growth of

tourism industry in Malaysia. Its efforts to promote tourism range from websites providing

information to systems to service tourists. However, while countries with well-developed

tourism industry like France and Hong Kong have developed comprehensive tour assistant

packages for tourists, Malaysia is yet to do so. Thus, a comprehensive mobile tour package is

needed for Malaysia.

The objective of the project is to make an enhancement to the development of a well-designed

tour assistant running on PDAs which makes use ofcurrent trends in mobile applications such as

the adoption ofAI technique in scheduling. This time around the enhancement will be based on

the recommendation from the previous project into consideration and still due to time and

resource constraints, the project focuses on areas within and around Kuala Lumpur and targets

on short-stay and transit tourists butwill expand as much as possible.

Going through a thorough literature review and following the waterfall methodology, the project

has successfully developed a comprehensive mobile tour assistant package including the back

end and front end module. The project makes creative application of Genetic Algorithm, an AI

technique in auto-scheduling. The author hopes that the package will be of high commercial

value and contribute significantly to boosting Malaysian tourism.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1 BACKGROUND OF THE SYSTEM

Tourism plays an important role in a country's economy. Together with globalization and

increased social and economic cooperation, tourism will enjoy much faster growth. According to

Malaysia 's Ministry of Tourism [7], between 2002 and 2006, the number of arrivals in Malaysia

increases by 4.5 million, from 13.29 million to 17.55 million and bring a 40% increase in

revenue, from 25,781.1 million to 36,271,7 million.

2007 is the "Visit Malaysia" year- the year to promote Malaysia to the world. A lot of efforts

have been put forward to attract foreigners to visit Malaysia. These efforts include using

Information Technology as a significant role in creating a successful "Visit Malaysia" year.

Websites promoting Malaysian tourism such as http://allmalaysia. info and

http://wM>w. virtualmalaysia. com/ are examples of the roles of Information Technology in

disseminating tourist information and attracting visitors to Malaysia.

Tourism has posed as an interesting field for the exploration and application of information

technology. In its turn, information technology brings tremendous benefits to the growth of

tourism.



2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Nowadays, it is very common that tourists have their own PDAs. Tourists always want to access

information instantly, and plan an itinerary and schedule that can maximize their satisfaction and

minimize the required travel time.

In countries with well-developed tourism industry such as France, Korea and Hong Kong [1],

mobile assistance packages for tourists are readily available to make it easy and convenient for

them to access information while traveling and assist them in making plans and schedules for

their trips.

Information technology's roles in promoting tourism in Malaysia mostly focus on websites

providing information and guidance for tourists. Websites such as www.virtualmalaysla.com and

www.lourismgov.my have been reliable source of information for tourists coming to Malaysia.

However, efforts on developing mobile applications are limited to providing information, maps

and guidance and have not yet provided a comprehensive system covering information guidance,

tour scheduler and hotel recommender that suits the characteristics of the tourism industry in

Malaysia. There is a need for Malaysia to develop a comprehensive mobile tourist assistance

package as one of the ways to boost our tourism.

3 OBJECTIVES AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SYSTEM

The objective of this project is to develop a tour assistance application on PDAs for tourists

visiting Malaysia. The application will be readily available for use by tourists visiting Malaysia

through relevant downloads (or push/pull technology) and it is aimed to make some contribution

to promote tourism in Malaysia.



The application will deploy advanced mobile programming techniques such as multimedia

display, synchronization with the desktop applications, and AI techniques.

These are the benefits the system is aimed to bring to users:

1. Save time and efforts looking for information about places of interest in Malaysia;

2. Plan and schedule their trips in a way that can optimize individual's preferences

based on budget and time constraints;

3. Provide updated information aboutevents and festivals in Malaysia;

4. Provide access to directions by maps;

5. Find suitable hotels based on preferred area, ranking and budget;

6. Quick access to important contacts on urgent or emergent occasions.

From the potential benefits the system can bring, the system aims to make some significant

contribution to promoting Malaysian tourism.

4 SCOPE OF THE SYSTEM

Due to limited time frame of the project and resource constraints (in terms of memory of the

handheld device), the system focuses on areas within and around Kuala Lumpur. The reasons for

taking Kuala Lumpur as the focused area are its ability to attract tourists and its reputation as the



most well-known destination in Malaysia. However, the system will be developed in a way that

it can accommodate for customization and expansion to other areas in Malaysia.

Due to the cost of and limited access to wireless network in Malaysia, the package is built as a

stand-alone application without requiring any subscription to a wireless network.

The new features scope of the system is as following:

• Additional features in itinerary scheduling

o The current itinerary planner considers three means of transportation in

scheduling the trip: Monorail, Putra line and Star line. Further enhancements of

the system can include other means of transportation such as buses and taxi. The

current planner recommends the time duration users should spend in a particular

place without letting them make any changes. Later improvements should both

recommend the duration and allow users to adjust the time spent in each location.

• Multilingual support

o The current system supports in one language, which is English. Other popular

languages among tourists in Malaysia such as Chinese, Arabic and French can be

included in future enhancements.

• Alarm Alert detection

0 If there is a something happening in front of destination example: traffic jam or

unwanted circumstances then PDAs will guide the tourist to take other route of

destination.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

1 TOURISM AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

One undeniable feature of tourism is mobility [6], and information system serving the industry

must take that into account. Tourists would like to have assistance at hand wherever they go.

In an article published on the ACM portal, Hannes Werthner and Francesco Ricci [6] say that

travel and tourism represent approximately 11% of the worldwide GDP, according to the World

Travel Tourism Council, and is expected to grow faster than any other economic sectors. In such

a scenario in which technology becomes transparent and invisible to consumers, IT system in

tourism should:

• Be scalable and open with regard to geographical and functional extensions. They

will support the entire consumer life cycle and all business phases;

• Integrate mobile and fixed services, enabling multi-channel access to services

provided by the various players;

• Support attentive user interfaces and personalization through extensive

exploitation of user modeling, taking into consideration user behavior and

cognition as well as emotional aspects.



These characteristics provide guidelines on the design and implementation of an information

technology system, especially in tourism. A suitable software engineering architectural pattern is

thus very crucial to ensure a successful application development. One of the most popular

architectural patterns in software engineering is the Model-View-Controller (MVC). Adopting

the MVC model can help build a system that satisfies the abovementioned characteristics

required of a tourism application.

The MVC separates data (model) and user interface (view) concerns so that changes to the user

interface will not affect data handling, and that the data can be reorganized without changing the

user interface. The model-view-controller solves this problem by decoupling data access and

business logic from data presentation and user interaction, by introducing an intermediate

component: the controller. [9]

In more general terms, Model is database, View is presentation and Controller is application.

Figure 2.1 depicts the relationship between Model, View and Controller. (The solid lines indicate

a direct association, and the dashed lines indicate an indirect association.)

Figure 2.1: MVC model



2 AI TECHNIQUE IN MOBILE APPLICATION

Many applications in tourism adopt AI techniques, for example intravel planning and scheduling

and recommender systems [6]. In tourism, some notable applications focus on destination

selection and travel products bundling. These systems are called ''recommender" which suggest

products and provide consumer information to facilitate their decision process.

To solve problems of finding the best path, there are available techniques such as Dijkstra's

algorithm, A* algorithm or Genetic Algorithm. Dijkstra's algorithm is a greedy algorithm that

solves the single-source shortest path problem for a directed graph with non negative edge

weights [15]. For example, if the vertices (nodes) of the graph represent cities and edge weights

represent driving distances between pairs of cities connected by a direct road, Dijkstra's

algorithm can be used to find the shortest route between two cities. The A* algorithm is a

generalization of Dijkstra's algorithm that cuts down on the size of the subgraph that must be

explored [16].

However, these two techniques do not have to fulfill constraints on certain places that the

schedule has to go through. Therefore, if the system accommodates users' selection on what

places to visit, neither Dijkstra nor A* is applicable. Genetic Algorithm (GA), on the other hand,

accommodates that requirement. As one of the most popular AI techniques applied in searching

problems, a Genetic Algorithm is one of a class of algorithms that searches a solution space for

the optimal solution to a problem [8]. This search is done in a fashion that mimics the operation

of evolution - a "population" of possible solutions is formed, and new solutions are formed by

"breeding" the best solutions from the population's members to form a new generation. The

population evolves for many generations; when the algorithm finishes the best solution is

returned.

Genetic Algorithm is particularly useful for problems where it is extremely difficult or

impossible to get an exact solution or for difficult problems where an exact solution may not be
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required. They offer an interesting alternative to the typical algorithmic solution methods, and

are highly customizable, which make them an interesting challenge for exploration.

This is the pseudo-code of genetic algorithm:

1. Create a population of random candidate solutions named pop.

2. Until the algorithm termination conditions are met, do the following (each iteration is

called a generation):

(a) Create an empty population named new-pop.

(b) While new-pop is not full, do the following:

i. Select two individuals at random from pop so that individuals

which are more fit are more likely to be selected.

ii. Cross-over the two individuals to produce two new individuals.

(c) Let each individual in new-pop have a random chance to mutate.

(d) Replace pop with new-pop.

3. Selectthe individual from pop with the highest fitness as the solution to the problem.

Figure 2.2 Generic Algorithm's pseudo-code

The population is the collection of candidate solutions that we are considering during the course

of the algorithm. Over the generations of the algorithm, new members are "born" into the

population, while others "die" out of the population. A single solution in the population is

referred to as an individual. The fitness of an individual is a measure of how "good" the solution

represented by the individual is. The better the solution, the higher the fitness - obviously, this is

dependent on the problem to be solved.



One typical example of using GA in computing is the problem of Travel Salesman Problem

(TSP). The problem states that there is a traveling salesman who services some number of cities,

including his home city. He needs to travel on a trip such that he starts in his home city, visits

every other city exactly once, and returns home. He wants to set up the trip so that it costs him

the least amount of money possible. The TSP shares some similarities with a typical tour

schedule. However, differences may exist among different circumstances, designs and

approaches to tackle the scheduling. Thus, it requires an adopt-and-adapt approach to using

Genetic Algorithm to solve the problem.

3 DATABASE AND MOBILE APPLICATIONS

Data management and data access on mobile devices is central to mobile applications. As mobile

applications achieve widespread adoption in the enterprise, mobile and embedded DBMSs which

are needed to support such applications become an important part of the IT infrastructure. [12]

These are some characteristics an embedded DBMS should have:

• Embeddable in applications: Such DBMSs form an integral part of the application

or the application infrastructure, often requiring no administration. Database technology

is delivered as part of the application. While the database must be embeddable as a

DLL in applications, it must also be possible to deploy it as a stand-alone DBMS with

support for multiple transactions and applications.

• Small footprint: For many applications, especially those that are downloadable, it

is important to minimize DBMS footprint. Since the database system is part of the



application, the size of the mobile and embedded database system software affects the

overall application footprint.

• Synchronization with hack-end data sources: In the case of mobile data and

cached data, it must be possible to synchronize the data with the back-end data. In

typical mid-tier (application server) caches, the data is fetched from the back-end

databases into the cache, operated on, and synchronized with the back-end database.

These characteristics are important in the selection of a suitable database for the system.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

1 SOFTWARE MODEL

This section will present the methodology to be adopted for the project. The software model that

will be used is Spiral development [17]. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the software process model

has four sectors: Objective setting, Risk assessment and reduction, Development and validation,

and Planning.

The model theoretically rather that represent the software process as a sequence o activities with

some backtracking from one activity to another, the process is represented as a spiral. Each loop

in the spiral represents a phase of the software process. Thus, the most innermost loop might be

concerned with system feasibility, the next loop with requirements definition, the next loop with

system design and so on. However, the system development and unit testing will be executed

side by side to step-by-step stabilize the system. Evaluating the system performance by users will

be done during the implementation and maintenance phase.

11
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2 SYSTEM ANALYSIS

2.1 Use Case Diagram

Below is the use case diagram for the system:
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MOBILE TOUR ASSISTANT

Administrator

Figure 3.2 Use case Diagram

As can be seen in the diagram, the system involves two users: database administrator and tourist.

The database administrator is in charge of inserting, updating and maintaining the central

database for the system. The tourist downloads the package into their mobile device and

performs necessary steps for the functions they need such as planning the itinerary and searching

for hotels.
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2.2 System's functionalities

The analysis phase was carried out to determine what functions to include in the system as well

as their scopes. Below is the description of the functions and scopes for the system:

• Tourist attraction

This function introduces Malaysian tourist attractions by making use of intensive multimedia

such as movies, maps, and pictures. Information about places of interest such as location,

opening hours, photos, and safety and traveling tips will be presented to the user. Images and

maps are meant to make the presentation more attractive.

The scope of the tourist attractions focuses on places in Kuala Lumpur.

• Itinerary planner

This feature shall auto-generate a practical tour based on the user's time constraints and

preferences. Based on users' preferences, for example on the type of sightseeing, dining taste or

shopping styles, the system shall recommend relevant places for tourists to visit. This can be

accomplished by applying some AI algorithm.

The itinerary shall be synchronized with the calendar organizer of the PDA to provide

information for users' scheduling and the possible alarming functions.

• Map viewer

Maps are important to tourists. These may include transportation system maps, such as LRT

maps and tourist attraction maps. The maps focus on areas within Kuala Lumpur.

14



• Application download

The system shall also provide a website to introduce the system, guide users how to use the

system and how to download the package into the PDA. Download can be done via a wireless

network, Infrared, Bluetooth or USB cradle.

• Information Update

Updating information about occasional events and festivals can be done by loading from the

updated executable from the website. The information will be collected from relevant websites

on Malaysian tourism such as http://www. tourism.gov, my/ to look for updates.

• Useful information

In case of emergency, tourists should have access to useful information such as immigration

laws, emergency numbers, embassy contact numbers and travel tips.

• Back-end support

The system shall have a back end module to allow for information update, edition and any other

possible changes. For example, the back-end module should allow making changes to

information about places of attraction and events.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN

3.1 Overall system design

The system adheres to a popular architectural pattern in software engineering, the Model-View-

Controller (MVC). In the system, Model handles the database maintenance, View presents the

interfaces to the user and Controller processes the requests and processes between the interface

and database. Adopting the MVC is one of the reasons why the system is written on .NET

15



framework, in which the patterns are the patterns for the view and controller are well defined and

the model is left to the developer to design.

Model:

WinForms does not strictly require a model. The developer has the option to create a model

class, but may choose to forget it and have the event handlers in the controller perform any

calculations and data persistence. Again, using a model to encapsulate business rules and

database access is both possible and preferable. It is left to developers to design the Model.

View:

A class inheriting from either Form or Control handles the responsibilities of the view. In the

case of WinForms, the View and Controller are compiled into the same class. This differs from

ASP.Net, which uses inheritance, and Smalltalk, which have separate classes with pointers to

one another.

Controller:

The duties of the controller are split between three places. The generation and passing of events

start at the OS level. Inside the .Net framework, the Form and Control classes route the event to

the proper event handler. The event handlers typically reside in the Form or Control class and are

implemented as delegates for the user interface events (e.g. button click, form load, listbox

selection changed).

Below is the high-level view of the system:

16
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Figure 3.4: System design

Figure 3.4 depicts the flow of the system. The backend is in charge of maintaining the central

database and uploading the installation package to the Internet. The user then can download the

installation package to the desktop PC and export to the mobile device via Infrared, Bluetooth or

USB Cable. In the event of an available wireless or GPRS network, the package can be

downloaded directly to the handheld device.

3.2 Database issues

Making the right choice of the mobile embedded database is a crucial issue in mobile

development. After a thorough research on this, Sybase [2] has been chosen for the project

because of the following benefits it brings:
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• provides a relational database management and synchronization system that can be

deployed on small, mobile, and embedded devices;

• robust data management, powerful synchronization capabilities, multiple programming

interfaces, and platform availability;

• can be integrated with MobiLink synchronization technology so the UltraLite database

can synchronize data to a central database (SQL Anywhere in the project). [3]

Sybase has all in one for the back end (desktop) and front end (mobile) development and can be

downloaded free from [10]. Three main components of Sybase are as follows:

• SQL Anywhere 10: an enterprise caliber database that scales to hundreds of concurrent

users, hundreds of gigabytes of data, containing hundreds of millions of rows. Especially, it also

offers a rich set of features that make it easy to operate in environments where IT support may

not always be available, such as self-tuning query optimizer.

• UltraLite 10: a database-management system designed for small-footprint mobile devices

such as PDAs and smartphones. It only needs 150 KB of space [13]. It works on a wide range of

mobile platforms such as Windows Mobile, Windows Mobile Smartphone Edition, Windows CE

(Pocket PC, Handheld PC), Palm OS and Symbian OS

• MobiLink 10: a highly-scalable, session-based synchronization technology for exchanging

data among relational databases and other non-relational data sources.

Figure 3.5 shows the interface of Sybase DBMS:
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4 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

The system development consists of three components: Back-end module on the desktop, Front-

end module on the mobile device and a website for package download.

4.1 Back-end Module

The backend module plays a very important role in storing, updating and managing master data

for the system:

MOBILE TOUR ASSISTANT

BACKEND AC1MJN

iJT "

m i ?m i

Usemame. ca!ii.uo:"ij

Figure 4.1: Login Form for Backend Module

The backend module includes:

- Tourist Attraction Manager

Event Manager

Map Manager

Hotel Manager

- Contact Manager

Data Synchronization

20



Each manager serves as the interface to insert, update and delete necessary data. For example,

the map manager allows the system administrator to add map, associate each map with places

attraction and hotels within that map, update the information and delete unnecessary maps.

One of the critical features of the backend is managing images for all types of data. In this

project, all images are stored in a folder called "Mage" and their directories (paths) are stored in

the database. Once the directory is called, the image will be displayed accordingly. The reason

for this is to reduce the memory consumption on the PDA. The following section will discuss in

detail the data synchronization and available managers of the back-end module.

4.1.1 Data synchronization between central database and remote database via

MobiLink

Central data are stored in the tourism database which resides on SQL Anywhere 10 server. This

database acts as the backend for the system. Mobile devices will retrieve information from the

backend via the technology called "data replication" [4]. In this project, MobiLink [5] provides

the synchronizationmechanism between the backend and mobile devices.

The synchronization process replicates database from the central database in the remote device.

With this mechanism, data can be easily inserted, edited and deleted at the backend and exported

to the mobile device. The MobiLink synchronization works through a synchronization model.

Figure 4.2 shows the synchronization model "tourism" used for this project.
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Figure 4.2: Tourism synchronization model

Steps of database synchronization between SQL Anywhere 10 and UltraLite using MobiLink

server:

7. Creating the synchronization model:

This is a one time job. The model will match corresponding tables between the central

(consolidated) database and the remote database. It will later be used for the deployment process

to generate the new remote database (if no remote database has existed) or update any changes

from the consolidated database to the remote one.

2. Deploying the synchronization model:

Before deploying the model, we must make sure the schema of the model is updated. We can do

this by selecting the "update schema" function of the model. The deployment process is quite

simple with all the clear guides from the wizard.

The results of the deployment process are three folders being created:

• "consolidated": contains files to run the consolidated database
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• "mslv": contains files to run the MobiLink server

• "remote": contains file to generate or update the remote database.

3. Synchronizing:

To start synchronization, MobiLink server must be started first. Then is the consolidated

database, and lastly is the sync bat file in the "remote" folder. Each step is carried out by one

particular .bat file in the three folders mentioned in step 2. However, we can combine three .bat

files into one .bat file and call that single file from a program as in Figure 4.3. The

synchronization can be done easily by a click. The result file is a .udb file that contains all data

from the central database on the desktop.

S^nchrpnizatfon

SYNCHRONIZATION

Figure 4.3: Synchronization interface
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4.1.2 Tourist Attraction Manager
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Figure 4.4: Attraction Manager

Besides storing necessary information about a tourist attraction, the attraction manager also

allows inserting the score of different criteria for each attraction. These scores are used for

recommending and devising the itinerary for users. As illustrated in Figure 4.4, the scoring

criteria are divided into 3 groups:

- Sightseeing: Natural, Building, Museum, Malay, Chinese and Indian culture

- Eating: Malay, Chinese, Indian and Western cuisine-

- Shopping: Street shopping, Mall shopping
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4.1.3 Event Manager
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Figure 4.5: Event Manager

Information about upcoming events is managed by the event manger. Sources of information

come from popular websites on Malaysian tourism such as www.virtualmalaysia.com and

www.tourism.gov.my. One feature of the event manager is cleaning up events happening before

today.
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4.1.4 Map Manager
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Figure 4.6: Map Manager

The map manager stores maps of Kuala Lumpur and associates the attractions and hotels to the

map. These data will also be used to display map for each attraction and hotel.
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4.1.5 Hotel Manager
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Figure 4.7: Hotel Manager

The hotel manager administers information about hotels in the area of Kuala Lumpur such as

name, address, contact number, location, rank and nearby attractions. The location and rank are

used by users to select the hotel they want.
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4.1.6 Contact Manager

I FiHD__ J

Countiy:

Embassy's Address:
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Figure 4.8: Contact Manager

The contact manger stores information about the embassy of some countries. The information of

each embassy includes its address and contact number. This serves some emergency needs of

users.

4.2 Front-end Module on Mobile Device

The front-end module on mobile device consists of three components:

• Itinerary Planner. Using an AI technique, it schedules the trip for tourists based on their

time constraint and tourist attraction preferences.

• Tourist Kits: provides necessary information on tourist attractions, maps, events and

festivals and useful information such as emergency contact numbers.

• Hotel Recommender, recommends suitable hotels for tourists based on their chosen

location, budget and hotel type.
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4.2.1 Itinerary Planner

4.2.1.1 Activity diagram

Prompt for tour date, start &

Search for available tourist

Display available TAs

Allow users to select

Run the auto-planner.

Present the schedule

Synchronize with Pocket

END

Figure 4.9: Activity diagram for itinerary planner
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4.2.1.2 Scope of the functionality

The itinerary planner functionality is focused on transit tourists, who visit Malaysia for a short

time while on their journey to another place. They usually do not have a specific travel plan due

to the uncertainty about their availability for a tour while in transit. When they decide to go for

an ad hoc tour, their main concern is the time constraint. Their wish would then be to be able to

visit as many places of their interest while keeping up with their tight schedule.

Meanwhile, tourists on holiday packages usually have their itinerary arranged by tour agents.

Thus the itinerary planner may not be as useful to them. Nonetheless, the system can still

accommodate almost any type of tourist. Therefore, a system that is able to automatically

recommend an itinerary based on tourists' schedule, preference and budget will be of good value

to them.

4.2.1.3 How it works

The Itinerary Planner is composed of 3 main steps:

• Provide Tour Information: to get users' time constraints and start point.

• SelectAttractions: to allow users to select preferred places among available ones.

• Save To Calendar: to allow users to save the suggested itinerary to their Pocket PC

Calendar, together with alarm capability.



4.2.1.4 User interfaces

The interface of this module is simple as can be seen from Figures 4.10a-g. The module works

by guiding user step-by-step through each screen, until the final step when a schedule is added to

their Calendar (Figure 4.10g).

Below are the explanations of each of the screen:

Figure 4.10a: A welcome screen to display a welcome message to user.

Figure 4.10b: A form for user to enter their time and location constraint.

Figure 4.10c: A form for user to enter their preferences.

Figure 4.10d: A summary display of the conditions the user has input.

Figure 4.10e: A display of tourist attractions which best matches users' requirements.

User can then customize further by choosing places of their best interest.

Figure 4.1 Of: The result of the Itinerary Planner, detailing the auto-planned schedule for

•

•

user.

Figure 4.10g: User's Pocket Calendar afteruser has chosento add schedule to Calendar.

U*j)

T&*

Welcome to Itinerary Planner.

Here our program will help you
uhedule a tour that maximize your

t ib and your enjoyment.
In the next windows, you will

e ter information such as your time
did your preferences, based on

hich a schedule will be created.
This schedule can then be saved in

our Calendar.
Click START to begin

•fe--^
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Figure 4.10: Itinerary planner's interface
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4.2.1.5 Database Design

In this module, the following tables play the main roles:

touristplaces

place^id

place_name

stay_duration

station id

time to station

ss natural score

ss_building_score

trainstation travelroute

stationjd station_id_l

station_name station_id_2

type time

travel_route

Table 4.11: Major tables for Itinerary Planner module

Table tourist_places contains its scoring information, to be used in ranking attractions based on

user's preferences. It also contains the train station information which allows the application to

know which train station is nearest to the attraction, as well as the amount of time to go from the

station to the attraction.

Table train_station contains just the important information of each station, while table

travel_route details the time required to go between any two station as well as the route to take.

The route here is the list of important intermediate stations, which usually are places where user

has to change from one type of train to another type. The route for 2 stations of the same type is
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thus empty. For example, to go from KLCC (Putra LRT) to Bangsar (Putra LRT), the route is

empty, as it is direct route. Meanwhile, to go from Bukit Bintang (Monorail) to Bangsar (Putra

LRT), users need to know where to change line. Thus the route information would let users know

that from Bukit Bintang, users have to go to KL Sentral (Monorail) first, then moving on to KL

Sentral (Putra LRT) to change line, and finally to Bangsar.

4.2.1.6 Algorithm

Problem definition:

The main problem is to find a suitable schedule/route which has the maximum score but still

satisfy the user's time and location constraint. Score means the level at which the attractions in

the route matches user's preferences.

Analysis:

The problem requires the application to first choose the places according to their suitability

(score) to the user's preferences. Then from the list of places, design a fitting schedule.

i Finding suitable attractions

The first step can be done in a simple way. User's preferences are broken down into a list of

activities such as Sightseeing, Shopping and Dining. Each of these activities can be broken down

further, for example, sightseeing may encompass nature sightseeing, building sightseeing and

culture sightseeing. Each type of activities is given a weight, while each subtype can be either

chosen or excluded (Figure 4.12).
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Figure 4.12: Preference selection

For each attraction, all score of various subtypes has already been provided in the table

touristplaces. To determine an attraction's suitability, these scores are combined with the

weight that user has given, to form the final score for the attraction with respect to that user's

preference. After the user has confirmed his/her preference, the places will be ranked according

to their scores, and a number of top attractions will be chosen from there for further

customization by user.

ii Arranging the attractions to form a tour

Once a list of desired attractions is formed, we move on to the more difficult task, arranging the

attractions for a schedule with the best total score while staying under the time constraint. To

best achieve this objective, we try to match this problem with an existing problem which already

has an effective solution. This problem has some similarity to the traveling salesman problem
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(TSP), which can be solved effectively using genetic algorithm, an algorithm popularly used in

the field of Artificial Intelligence.

TSP is defined as "Given a number of cities and the costs of traveling from any city to any other

city, what is the cheapest round-trip route that visits each city exactly once and then returns to

the starting city?" [14]. In TSP, the salesman has to find the route with least distance (best time)

while in this problem, the application needs to find the route with best score.

A major difference between the two problems is that the salesman always has to visit all places,

while in this problem, a route might consist of a full set of attractions or a subset of attractions.

Herein lies the complexity of the problem at hand. While TSP can be solved in a straightforward

manner, the problem at hand requires additional computations.

Nonetheless, we would want to take advantage of the known effectiveness in solving the TSP

problem, and apply that to the problem at hand. We thus implement an algorithm that first ignore

the time constraint and consider all of the attractions that the user has chosen, i.e., we consider

all tour routes that go through all attractions. Then, the algorithm should find the route with best

time (here time is considered important instead of score since all routes that go through the same

set of locations has the same total score). The problem of finding a least time-consuming route

going through all attractions is essentially the same as TSP. We name the solution to this

problem the minimum-duration complete-coverage route.

Once a minimum-duration complete-coverage route has been found, the time constraint has to be

satisfied. From the minimum-duration complete-coverage route, the algorithm will try to find the

subset satisfying the time constraint and with the best score. To decide which attractions to

remove to form the subset, the algorithm assign an individual fitness to each attraction. This

individual fitness is best taken as the ratio of an attraction's score and the time wasted for it. The
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time wasted for an attraction A in a route R is calculated by taking the time difference between

route R and a new route R' with A removed. The ratio of score and time wasted is calculated for

each attraction in a route. The attraction with the lowest score is then removed from the route.

This way, attractions with lower score or which takes too much time to visit are more likely to be

removed. The removal process is gradual, that is, attractions are removed one-by-one and after

each removal the ratio of score and time wasted of each attraction are reevaluated. Attractions

are removed until a subset is found to satisfy the time limit.

Application of Genetic Algorithm:

The main motivation for the use of genetic algorithm is its ability to achieve near-optimal

solution within reasonable limitations (in time and space). A brute force approach would need to

compute n ! different combinations (where n is the number of attractions). This is not effective,

and may be impossible to achieve even for a Windows Desktop environment let alone the

Windows Mobile environment on which the Itinerary Planner works.

Below is a pseudo code of genetic algorithm [14]:

1. Choose initial population

2. Evaluate the fitness of each individual in the population

3. Repeat

a. Select best-ranking individuals to reproduce

b. Breed new generation through crossover and mutation (genetic

operations) and give birth to offspring

c. Evaluate the individual fitness of the offspring

d. Replace worst ranked part of population with offspring

4 . Dntil terminating condition>
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First we need to know what composes the population. These are essentially complete-coverage

routes; meaning that routes which go through all attractions (in a particular order). In order to

perform genetic operations like crossover and mutation, we need to represent route as a list of

attractions, sorted in the order that they are visited, with the start and end locations being those

taken from user input.

The next important aspect is how we compute thefitness of the route. As we are looking for the

minimum-duration route, the fitness should correspond the duration of the route. The duration of

the route is computed as the sum of time required to go from the starting point then to each of the

attractions in the order we have found until we reach the ending point. The quickest routes from

a sample are chosen for crossover and new routes created are to replace lengthy ones. Here a

sample means a randomly selected subset of the population, since taking the whole population

does not produce much variation in the population (every time only the best 2 of the population

are crossovered), leading to slower path to the optimal solution.

The crossover will take every link that exists in both parents and place those links in both

children, Then, for Child 1 it alternates between taking links that appear in Parent 2 and then

Parent 1. For Child 2, it alternates between Parent 2 and Parent 1 taking a different set of links.

For either child, there is a chance that a link could create an invalid tour where instead of a single

path in the tour there are several disconnected paths. These links must be rejected. To fill in the

remaining missing links, cities are chosen at random. Since the crossover is not completely

random, this is considered a greedy crossover. [13]

Eventually, this GA would make every solution look identical. This is not ideal. Once every tour

in the population is identical, the GA will not be able to find a better solution. There are two

ways around this. The first is to use a very large initial population so that it takes the GA longer

to make all of the solutions the same. The second method is mutation, where some child tours are

randomly altered to produce a new unique tour.
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Once the child has been produced, its fitness will be calculated. If its fitness is higher than the

worst member's, the child will replace the existing worst. This maintains the size of the

population. If its fitness is higher than the existing best, it will hold the position of being the best

of the population. The process of crossover and mutation is repeated until it cannot produce any

better child than the existing best member.

Main algorithm:

1. Gather user's constraints and user's preference.

2. Find a number of attractions with the best scores after applying user's preference.

3. Let users choose which attractions to be included in the tour.

4. Use genetic algorithm to find the minimum-duration complete-coverage route

5. Repeat

a. Compute the time wasted for all remaining attractions

b. Compute the ratio of score against time wasted for all

c. Remove the attraction with the lowest ratio from the route

d. If the new total time of the route is less than the total time the user has, then move

on to 6

6. Compute the exact time (& date) of visiting each attraction

7. Display the route to user

8. Add route to calendar
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4.2.2 Tourist Kits
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Figure 4.13: Tourist Kits

The Tourist Kits component consists of 4 parts: Tourist Attractions, Maps, Events and Festivals,

and Useful Information.

4.2.2.1 Tourist Attractions

The user can choose the attraction they want to view from the available list:
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Select Attraction:
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Figure 4.14: Tourist Attractions' list

Information about the selected place will be displayed as follows:

Thi- SultanAbdul 5amadBuilding is located
in Frontof the Dataran Merdeka- literally
the Independence Square - and the Royal
5elangorClub, by JalanTunku Abdul
Rahman inKualaLumpur, Malaysia. The
structure takes its name from 5ultan Abdul
Sanadj the reigning sultan of Selangor at
Che timewhenconstruction began.

Figure 4.15: Tourist attraction's display
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4.2.2.2 Map View

Users can select maps based on attraction or area. Maps can be zoomed in and out with certain

sizes.

(ul

Figure 4.16: View Map

4.2.2.3 Events and Festivals

The package also presents information about upcoming events in Malaysia. A list of events is

displayed first and users can select to view the one they are interested in.
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Figure 4.17: Events & Festivals

4.2.2.4 Useful Information

This component presents the user with useful information about emergency contact numbers,

embassy contact numbers, basic immigration laws and regulations and travel tips.
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Figure 4.18: Useful Information

4.2.3 Hotel Recommender

This functionality helps users to find the hotel based on their budget and preferred location.

Figure 4.19 illustrates the flow of the hotel recommender.
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Search for available hotels

Display available hotels

Allow users to select preferable

Display hotel details

Figure 4.19: Activity diagram of hotel recommender

Here are some interfaces of the hotel recommender:
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4.3 Website

The Rdd us International Hotel Kuala Lurnpuris
convenientlylocated at Chang!"atBukit Bintang
providing eas> access to Bintarq Aallj linking
auests to many key attiacti:n; and farnouj
landmarks

Figure 4.20: Interfaces of hotel recommender

The website is where interested users of the system can visit to download the available packages.

There are two types of download on the website. One is the download of the cab file for the first

time installation. The other is the download of the updated data file. The website is currently

available at the address: http://www. vilacen. com/mta.

4.4 Tool requirements

4.4.1 Hardware

PDAs running on Windows Mobile 5.0 operating system or above.
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4.4.2 Software

Languages:

- C# and .NET:

Database:

Sybase including UtraLite, SQL Anywhere 10 and MobiLink.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1 TESTING

1.1 Backend Testing

The backend acts as the central database storage and synchronization centre for the system.

Therefore, it requires a thorough testing on the backend to ensure the data entered are valid and

exceptions are properly handled.

The purposes of the backend testing are:

1. To ensure data are correctly entered into the database;

2. To ensure exceptions are handled;

3. To prepare the data to be exported to the mobile device.

The test data are collected from all sources of information about Malaysia's tourism, mostly

from the two popular websites: www.tourism.gov.my and www.virtualmalaysia.com. Testing has

been carried on all modules of the backend including the place editor, map editor, event editor,

contact editor and synchronization.

1.2 Synchronization testing

As the system is stand-alone, synchronization is done to replicate data from the central database

(SQL Anywhere 10) to the remote database (UltraLite). The synchronization process is
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programmed and can be easily performed by clicking the Synchronization button in the

Synchronization form of the Backend Module.

The expected results are:

1. First, the MobiLink server is started;

2. Second, the consolidate (central) database connection is opened;

3. Finally, the data is synchronized from the consolidated database to the remote one.

The output of the synchronization process is a file with .udb (UltraLite database) extension. This

.udb file is later embedded in the mobile device.

1.3 Emulator testing

The testing on the emulator has been done on Windows Mobile 5 and Pocket PC 2003. The

system has run well on those platforms. Connecting the system to the emulator can simply be

done by the debug utility of Visual Studio 2005.

The purposes of emulator testing are:

1. To test the functioning of all the components on the mobile end of the system and the

interaction among them;

2. To test the display of the forms and images;

3. To test the memory resources, make sure that the device is not overloaded and the

processing takes as little time as possible.
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The functionalities include three components:

• Itinerary Planner

• Tourist Kits

• Hotel Recommender

1.4 Device testing

The testing has been carried out on the HTC Touch running on Windows Mobile 6. (Refer to the

Appendix 3 for more information on the HTC Touch). Testing on the device has two parts:

installation testing and functionality testing.

Installation testing

In Microsoft.NET, the installation package for mobile devices is called a cab file. The cab file

contains the executable file and embedded database of the system. The cab file can be

downloaded from the following website: www, vilacen. com/mta. Once the download to the

desktop has been completed, the connection between the device and desktop can be done via

Bluetooth, Infrared or USB Cradle.

Due to limited resources, the testing has been done only on the USB Cradle connection. The

testing process is as follows:

• Connecting via Active Sync: Usually, the connection is automatic upon detecting the

connection with the device.

• Exploring thefiles: The cab file can be copied to any location in File Explorer. Double

click the file and the installation process will start.
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Functionality testing

The three components of the mobile part are tested to ensure all functionalities are working.

2 DISCUSSION

The backend testing proves that the system is stable in terms of maintaining the central database

as well as synchronizing for data replication between the central and remote database.

Since images are stored in a separate folder residing on the device, processing of images does not

take much resource from the device while it is running. Thus, it prevents out of memory

exceptions and improves the application process. However, the recommended practice is to keep

the image size as small as possible in order to reduce memory processing.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

1 CONCLUSION

The mobile tour assistant will certainly benefit tourists in Malaysia by providing everything

they need in a package at hand. They can easily access information about places, maps,

events and hotels. Moreover, the system helps them schedule a satisfactory itinerary based on

their preferences and constraints. The stand-alone feature also makes it suitable to short-stay

and transit tourists who usually do not subscribe to any local wireless network.

The project has been putting efforts into making use of and improving available tools,

techniques and methodology in current wireless application development such as embedded

database and AI technique. However, the project is not simply written on flat programming.

On the other hand, it deploys the intelligent technique in the itinerary planning. This is some

contribution of the project in terms of computing technique.

The major achievements of the project are an intelligent mobile tour guide and backend

supporting modules. The design of the system makes way for customization and with the

installation package ready, the system can be sellable to the market.

2 RECOMMENDATIONS

These are the additional features that the can be added in enhancements of the system
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1. Employ in normal and smaller mobile devices

The previous system basically employs in the PDAs only and for more tourist attraction the

normal mobile devices with smaller memory will be employed.

2. GPS (Global Position System)

For tourists that need guidance in positioning their way, GSP is the best choice with voice

assistant in providing the information. With this function and software they could move

faster to their desired destination.

3. Online connection

Currently the system is offline without direct connection to wireless networks. Further

enhancements can allow the system to have online connection for instant download of

updates and information and access to dynamic map such as Google Map.

4. Interactive map searching

The current system allows users to view map and zoom in and out in certain sizes. The map

view function can be expanded in a way that allows users to search a particular place using

maps and draws out the graphs of how to reach there.

5. Additional features in itinerary scheduling

The current itinerary planner considers three means of transportation in scheduling the trip:

Monorail, Putra line and Star line. Further enhancements of the system can include other

means of transportation such as buses and taxi. The current planner recommends the time

duration users should spend in a particular place without letting them make any changes.

Later improvements should both recommend the duration and allow users to adjust the time

spent in each location.

6. Multilingual support
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The current system supports in one language, which is English. Other popular languages

among tourists in Malaysia such as Chinese, Arabic and French can be included in future

enhancements.
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3. Specification of the HTC Touch

Processor TI'sOMAP™850,201 MHz

Operating System Windows Mobile© 6 Professional

Memory ROM: 128MB

SDRAM: 64 MB DDR

Dimension 99.9mm (L) X 58mm (W) X 13.9mm (T)

Weight 112g with battery

Display 2.8" LCD touch screen with backlight

240 X 320 dots resolution with 65,536 colors

Network GSM/GPRS/EDGE Tri-band: 900, 1800, 1900 (The device will operate on
frequencies available from the cellular network.)

Device Control HTCTouchFLO™

5-Way navigation control

Connectivity Bluetooth® 2.0

Wi-Fi© IEEE 802.11 b/g

HTC ExtUSB™ (11-pin mini-USB and audio jack in one)

Camera 2.0 megapixel CMOS color camera

Audio
Built-in microphone and 3-in-l speaker

Windows Media Player supported formats: AAC, AAC+, eAAC+, MP3, WMA,
WAV, QCELP, MPEG4, AMR-NB, AMR-WB
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Battery Rechargeable Li-lon battery

Capacity: HOOmAh

Standby time: Up to 200 hours

Talk time: Up to 5 hours

Expansion Slot microSD™ memory card (SD 2.0 compatible)

Adapter Voltage range/frequency: 100 ~ 240V AC, 50/60Hz

DC output: 5Vand 1A
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